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A B S T R A C T   

Taste perception is influenced by sensory information not only about the food itself but also about the external 
environment where the food is tasted. Prior studies have shown that both visual attributes of the environment (e. 
g., light colour, location) and the shape associated to food (e.g., plates, cutlery) can influence people’s taste 
perception and expectations. However, previous studies are typically based on non-edible shapes usually shown 
as 2D images or presented as 3D tangible objects aimed to be perceived by subjects’ hand. Therefore, the effect of 
mouthfeel of differently shaped foods on taste perception remains unclear. Capitalising on the advantages of 
virtual reality (VR) to manipulate multisensory features, we explore the effects of coloured (red, blue, neutral) 
virtual environments on the taste (sweet, neutral) perception of differently shaped taste samples (rounded/spiky 
shapes according to the Kiki-Bouba paradigm). Overall, our results showed increased ratings of sweetness when 
participants tasted Bouba-shaped samples (rounded) relative to Kiki-shaped samples (spiky) suggesting that 
tactile attributes perceived inside the mouth can influence sweetness perception. Furthermore, we concluded that 
lighting colour in a virtual setting might dampen experiences of sweetness. However, this effect may only be 
present when there is a cross-modal correspondence with taste. Based on our findings, we conclude by describing 
considerations for designing eating experiences in VR.   

1. Introduction 

Taste and flavour are often considered interchangeable, but they are 
different. The sense of taste, often called the gustatory system, refers to 
the five basic tastes – sweet, sour, bitter, salty and umami (Trivedi, 
2012), whilst flavour refers to an integrated experience including taste, 
odour, and chemical sensations (Lundström et al., 2011). Taste 
perception is influenced not only by gustation sensations (Spence, 2013) 
and the characteristics of the food itself such as its colour (Huang et al., 
2019), but also environmental characteristics unrelated to the food 
being tasted, such as the texture or colour of a food container (Spence 
and Van Doorn, 2017) or the location where the food is tasted (Chen 
et al., 2020). For example, one might avoid eating meat that looks green 
and a glass of wine may taste nicer during a classical music concert with 

friends than when being alone in one’s office (Nakata & Kawai, 2017). In 
this paper, we focus particularly on how sweet taste experiences can be 
influenced by visual cues and especially mouthfeel (tactile shape), due 
to its critical relevance to evaluating taste experiences (Tournier et al., 
2007). 

1.1. Cross-modal correspondences between taste and shape 

Mouthfeel (shape) is the tactile sensation of objects within the mouth 
and includes sensory attributes such as texture, perceived viscosity, and 
chewing frequency, which can affect people’s taste experience. For 
example, previous research has shown that satiety can be influenced by 
mouthfeel viscosity (Stribitcaia et al., 2020) and chewing time (Lin 
et al., 2020). Food texture can also play an important role in the 
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emotional, hedonic and affective modulation of the gustatory experi-
ence, since it can activate the reward circuits located in the orbitofrontal 
cortex and amygdala (Stoeckel et al., 2009). For example, fat texture 
(more viscous) can increase the attractiveness of food (Rolls, 2012). 

Shape also plays an important role on taste perception more broadly. 
People often describe flavours by means of shape attributes, e.g., “round 
wine", or a "sharp taste” (Spence and Deroy, 2013). Studies also show 
that the shape of containers used to eat or drink can influence the 
perception of taste (Spence and Van Doorn, 2017), affecting for instance 
the taste expectation of coffee (Van Doorn et al., 2017) or alcoholic 
drinks (Spence and Wan, 2015). Also, the weight, size, shape and colour 
of cutlery used to eat can modulate food taste (Harrar and Spence, 2013) 
and eating experiences (Michel et al., 2015). For instance, the material 
of spoons can modulate the taste attributes of cream (Piqueras-Fiszman 
et al., 2012b) and yogurt (Piqueras-Fiszman and Spence, 2011), the 
shape and colour of plates can influence the sweetness and intensity of a 
desert (Piqueras-Fiszman et al., 2012a; Stewart and Goss, 2013), and the 
shape features of food packages may influence the customer taste 
expectation (Velasco et al., 2016). Particularly, prior studies show that 
the shapes associated with food affect people’s expectations of taste, 
often using experimental paradigms such as the Kiki-Bouba effect 
(Köhler, 1940). 

The Kiki-Bouba effect (Köhler, 1940) explores perceptions of spiky 
(Kiki) vs rounded (Bouba) shapes, originally studied in a mapping be-
tween speech sounds and the visual shape of objects. This paradigm has 
been used to study CCs between taste and shape, often using word 
variants such as “Takete” for spiky and “Maluma” for rounded shapes. 
Across studies, it is commonly demonstrated that spiky shapes (Kiki) are 
associated with a sour taste, while rounded shapes (Bouba) are associ-
ated with a sweet taste (Salgado Montejo et al., 2015; Velasco et al., 
2015) in both food and beverages. For example, Gallace et al. (2011) 
found that crisps are deemed more Kiki than a cheddar cheese, and that 
plain chocolate is deemed more “Bouba” than mint chocolate. However, 
food stimuli are usually represented only as words and the Kiki and 
Bouba shapes as words (Spence and Gallace, 2011) or 2D images 
(Bremner et al., 2013). Consequently, neither actual gustation nor 
tangible shapes are involved. 

There are some studies, however, using tangible Kiki-Bouba 3D rep-
resentations. For example, Fryer et al. (2014) investigated CCs between 
non-words (Kiki-Bouba) and two different types of 3D shapes (irregular 
and spiky, bulbous and smooth). The results showed a robust association 
between the non-word Kiki and the spiky 3D shape and between the 
non-word Bouba and the smooth 3D shape. Similarly, Graven and 
Desebrock, 2018 found the Kiki-Bouba effect extends to the haptic 
handling of 3D shapes with and without the participant’s visual 
involvement. Rougher textures have also been associated with 
non-words formed by sharper sounds (e.g., Takete), while smoother 
textures are associated with non-words formed by rounded sounds (e.g., 
Maluma) as well as hedonic experiences of pleasantness, relief, and 
comfort (Etzi et al., 2016). Similarly, Riofrio-Riofrio-Grijalva et al., 2020 
revealed that sweetness was related to tactile descriptors such as 
“smooth” and “velvety”, while sour was more so associated with “Gritty” 
and “Sharped”. 

However, regarding actual food shape and taste perception, far fewer 
scientific contributions are found. Attempts are commonly related to 
dish presentation by varying the shape of certain elements in a dish. For 
example, Fairhurst et al. (2015) presented pieces of beetroot cut either 
in half-spheres and displayed in a circle (rounded presentation) or into 
pyramids (angular presentation). They found that changes in the 
perceived sweetness of the dishes were driven by the interaction be-
tween the shape of the plate and the presentation of the food. In another 
example, Risso and Gallace (2019) found that brown and yellow 
star-shaped cookies as more Kiki than brown and yellow round-shaped 
cookies. However, while some studies have explored the Kiki-Bouba 
paradigm using tactile shapes, whether the Kiki-Bouba effect extends 
to the mouthfeel of edible shapes remains unexplored. This was the first 

aim of the current study. 

1.2. Ambient effects on taste perception and opportunities of VR 
environments 

The multisensory features perceived from the overall (real world) 
environment can modulate taste experiences and user behaviour 
(Spence and Carvalho, 2020; Spence et al., 2014a). These include sounds 
(Crisinel, 2010; Reinoso Carvalho et al., 2015), light (Lefebvre et al., 
2022) and visual locations (Xu et al., 2019). For example, Spence et al. 
(2014b) explored participants’ wine judgements while exposed to 
different lighting (white, red, green) and music (sour, sweet) conditions. 
They found that wine was perceived as fresher and less intense under 
green light and sour music. Similarly, Velasco et al., 2013 explored how 
people rate different attributes of whisky while being exposed to three 
different multisensory rooms (grassy, sweet, and woody). They found 
that the whisky was rated as being grassier in the grassy room, as being 
sweeter in the sweet room, and as having a woodier aftertaste in the 
woody room. 

There are increasing applications of taste stimulation in Human- 
Computer Interaction (HCI) that also combines different sensory mo-
dalities (e.g., vision and taste) to augment user experiences, often in 
entertainment contexts (CNET, 2017), interactive media (Ablart, 2017) 
and storytelling (Jaller et al., 2021; Velasco et al., 2018). Moreover, 
there are growing efforts towards digitalizing taste experiences (Jaller 
et al., 2021; Ranasinghe et al., 2012, 2014) and using food as a 
computational artifact (Deng et al., 2021, 2022). HCI research particu-
larly takes advantage of integrating multisensory cues to augment taste 
perception. Some examples include adding light (Ranasinghe et al., 
2020), changing the virtual scenarios (Chen et al., 2020), and varying 
the user’s locations (Kong et al., 2020). 

The augmentation of multi-sensory taste experiences in VR is both a 
novel area in HCI and an excellent method to efficiently design and 
modulate environments (i.e., colour); enabling consistent virtual rep-
resentations of real environments with greater control over different 
variables to induce emotional responses. For instance, Kong et al. (2020) 
explored taste perception of three kinds of chocolate (milk, white, and 
dark) in three different contextual settings; sensory booths (control) and 
two VR environments (a pleasant sightseeing tour, and a live music 
concert). The results showed that dark chocolate was associated with 
more positive emotions when tasted in the “virtual live concert” envi-
ronment, and with more negative emotions when tasted within the other 
two environments. Similarly, Chen et al., 2020 explored taste attributes 
of the same beverage in a sweet-congruent, neutral, and 
sweet-incongruent environment. The results showed that the 
sweet-congruent condition (pink-red colours and rounded shapes) 
enhanced the participant’s sweetness perception, as compared to the 
other two conditions (black and grey colours and sharp shapes). 

The effect of environmental lighting has also been explored. For 
instance, Nygård and Lie (2020) investigated participants’ coffee taste 
expectations under red, green, and white light. The results showed that 
colour hue influenced coffee flavour, temperature expectation and 
experience likeability. For example, in a white atmosphere, people 
perceived coffee as more flavourful relative to the red atmosphere. 
However, they also found that the various colour hue in a 360-degree 
environment had no effect on participants’ expectations of coffee taste 
(sweetness and acidity). In another example, Picket and Dando (2019) 
revealed that participants’ willingness to pay for and the overall 
enjoyment of sparkling wine increased when placed in a virtual winery 
context relative to a bar, but ratings of beer were unchanged. Moreover, 
Spence (2020) reported that when exploring the atmospheres of virtual 
bar environments, participants selected drinks based on perceptual, se-
mantic, and cognitive associations with the presented environment 
(warm beverages such as coffee, tea or hot chocolate with the warm 
environment). Building on these novel advances in taste stimulation in 
virtual/digital environments (e.g., Jaller et al., 2021; Velasco et al., 
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2018) we aimed to explore the influence of ambient lighting on taste 
experience of edible samples within VR. 

1.3. Summary and aims 

While research has largely shown this influence of colour and shape 
attributes on taste expectations, previous studies are based on non- 
edible shapes usually shown as 2D images, words, or by modulating 
aspects secondary to the food itself. Since these previous studies have 
not focused on the actual mouthfeel of the food itself, it is unclear 
whether these associations extend beyond taste expectations to edible 
food. Specifically, how does an edible Bouba (rounded) shape affect 
someone’s perception of food sweetness? As a result, we aimed to assess 
whether CCs of taste and shape extend to edible 3D shapes that vary in 
mouthfeel. Moreover, we used the benefits of Virtual Reality to assess 
the multi-sensory influence of ambient lighting. To do so, we produced 
edible 3D models of Kiki and Bouba samples to be eaten under different 
ambient lighting conditions. 

We hypothesise that: (1) ratings of sweetness will be significantly 
greater for Bouba-shaped samples (rounded) relative to Kiki-shaped 
samples (spiky), and (2) participant ratings of sweetness will be signif-
icantly greater when samples are consumed in the red lighting condition 
relative to the neutral lighting condition. We also aimed to investigate 
how mouthfeel and ambient lighting these variables may affect taste 
experiences of pleasantness and familiarity and affective experiences of 
valence, arousal, and dominance. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Taste stimuli 

Kiki and Bouba samples were created with two different sugar con-
tents (sweet and neutral). Both samples were made with 100 ml of 
water, 4.5g of pork gelatine, and 0.6g of agar (vegan gelatine). The 
sweet recipe contained 27.5g of cane sugar and the neutral samples 
contained 2.5g (see Fig. 1a-b). This mixture was chosen because it 
allowed for samples whose structure was not dependent on the sugar 
content and its relatively neutral flavour and transparent set. A small 
quantity of sugar was added to the neutral sample to counteract the taste 
of water, agar, and gelatine. The sample recipe was systematically 
developed with user feedback prior to the study to balance taste, 
structure, and texture. 

For production, two food-safe 3D-printed negative moulds were used 
to create 3D models of Kiki and Bouba shapes (see Fig. 1c). The process 
involved clamping the top and bottom moulds together, injecting the 
mixture through an inlet, chilling the samples for 1–2 h at 4 ◦C, and then 
removing the samples from the moulds. The samples were then returned 
to the fridge for at least 12 h. The final structure was between that of 
jelly and gummy bears. All participants received samples 24–72 h after 
preparation and from the same batch to avoid variation. Each partici-
pant ate 12 samples (2 cm in size) in each of the three different lighting 
environments (e.g., red lighting condition: 3 sweet Bouba, 3 neutral 
Bouba, 3 sweet Kiki, and 3 neutral Kiki), resulting in 36 samples in total. 

2.2. Experimental design 

A within-subjects user study following a 2 × 2 × 3 experimental 
design was conducted – 2 sample sugar contents (neutral, sweet), 2 food 
shapes (Kiki, Bouba) and 3 environment lighting conditions (red, blue, 
neutral). In total, participants ate 36 food samples. 

2.3. Study setup and technology 

The virtual environment was programmed using the Unity Game 
engine and presented using an Oculus Quest 2 (1832× 1980 pixels per 
eye at 80hz). The real environment was a small kitchen-style room that 
included a fridge, sink, cabinets, and seating for participants and the 
experimenter (see Fig. 2a). Virtual counterparts of this furniture were 
used for the VR environment including the chair and desk participants 
were seated at (see Fig. 2b) which matched the location of their real 
counterparts (see Fig. 2c). This meant that participants could accurately 
feel the table edges to orientate themselves and accurately take samples 
from the plate. The Quest’s in-built hand tracking was used for in-
teractions in the virtual environment. 

2.4. Virtual environment 

To assess the influence of ambient lighting colour, a realistic and 
neutral style kitchen-living room environment that was illuminated in 
either with neutral (R255, G255, B255), red (R255, G0, B0), or blue 
lighting (R0, G0, B255) was used (see Fig. 2d–f). These lighting condi-
tions were created by changing the virtual lighting of the room and not 
the colours of the environment itself. Participants were seated at a 
breakfast bar from which they could see a sofa, TV, rug, bookshelf, 
coffee table, and other decorations (see Fig. 2c) and behind them was a 
modern kitchen. To minimise the influence of ambient noise from the 
testing environment (e.g., nearby people or the experimenter) a neutral 
background noise was played at low volume (noise cancellation was not 
used as the researcher needed to talk to participants initially). Virtual 
models of the Kiki-Bouba samples were also created and were presented 
as opaque white shapes (see Fig. 3a). 

2.5. Measures 

For each combination of shape, light, and sugar content we assessed 
both participants’ taste perceptions and their affective experiences using 
the following measures. 

Pre-task questionnaire: Demographic information including sex, 
gender, age, and nationality were collected. Items regarding taste 
profiling (e.g., taste preferences) and Virtual Reality experience (e.g., 
familiarity) were also collected for a separate investigation. 

Taste attributes assessment: To assess participants’ ratings of sample 
sweetness, pleasantness, and familiarity (relative to other taste experi-
ences) we employed a continuous Visual Analogue Scale (VAS, Crichton, 
2001). This scale consisted of a continuum on which participant could 
rate, for example, the sweetness of a sample on a continuous slider from 
0 to 100. Only the labels of “0” and “100” were presented at each 
extreme of the scale to reduce the amount of visual information while in 

Fig. 1. (a–b) Kiki and Bouba jelly samples. (c) Two top portion 3D-printed food grade moulds.  
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VR. Participants could view their current numeric rating as they moved 
the virtual response sliders (Fig. 3b). 

Emotion assessment: A Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) scale (Bradley 
and Lang, 1994) was used to assess participants’ experiences of valence, 
arousal, and dominance. While this scale was also recorded in a scale 
from 0 to 100, these labels markers were replaced by the respective 
demonstrative mannequins of each scale (Gatti et al., 2018) (see Ap-
pendix I). Unlike the taste attributes assessment, participants could not 
see their current numeric rating (Fig. 3c). 

Sense of Presence assessment (SOP): To assess the Sense of Presence 
(the feeling of ‘being there’) reported by participants during the study, 
we used a presence questionnaire proposed by Witmer and Singer 
(1998). This consisted of 10 questions about the experience immersion 
and the total score was taken as the outcome variable. The same 0–100 
scale of the taste attributes questions was used to be consistent and 
reduce the complexity of the task. See Appendix I for all the questions. 

Post-task feedback: Finally, post-task feedback was requested. Firstly, 
participants were asked “Could you perceive a different in the mouthfeel 
(shape) of the taste samples you tried?” to support that the manipulation 

of shape had been successful. Next, open-ended responses were 
requested on the experience. Participants were also asked to what extent 
they found eating in VR to be a) comfortable b) pleasant and c) enjoy-
able on a scale from 0 (“Not at all”) to 100 (“Very Much”) and whether 
they thought the taste experience would be perceived differently in real 
life relative to VR on a scale of 0 (“I disagree”) to 100 (“I completely 
agree”). 

2.6. Procedure 

As illustrated in Fig. 4, after passing the pre-screening criteria and 
consenting their participation, participants were asked to eat a taste 
sample (a neutral Bouba or Kiki) to ensure they did not find the sample 
unpleasant and to explain the sample rating process to participants 
outside of VR. After participants confirmed they were happy to continue, 
they next completed the demographic information. Participants then 
went through the main VR task (explained in detail in the next section), 
followed by completing the post-task feedback and thereafter being 
debriefed. Finally, each participant was rewarded with an £15 Amazon 

Fig. 2. Real environment (a) and its virtual counterpart (b) that participants used to practice. When the experiment started, they saw a realistic kitchen-living room 
environment (c) which was either illuminated with neutral (d), red (e), or blue lighting (f). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 3. Participants rated the taste sample using Virtual Reality rating scales and hand tracking. Left: three of the four taste attributes items. Right: the three 
VAS scale. 

Fig. 4. Experiment procedure followed by participants outside of VR activities.  
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voucher to thank their participation. 

2.6.1. Virtual reality task 
The VR experience consisted of an explanation and practice stage 

followed by the actual experimental task. 
Explanation and practice: Participants were seated at the breakfast bar 

style table and saw a virtual replica of the real kitchen-style room 
(Fig. 2a–b). The practice began with a notice board presenting the in-
structions. The first mechanic explained was gesturing. Participants 
were asked to hold a thumbs up gesture with both hands for 500 ms to 
signal “OK”, “Next” or “I’m ready” (see Fig. 5a). When a gesture was 
recognised, the task progressed, and a sound effect (a positive sounding 
‘ding’) was played. The next mechanic to practice was grabbing, which 
consisted of pinching with the right thumb and index finger to either 
grab taste samples or respond using the sliders. During this practice, the 
experimenter placed a taste sample on the plate and spawned the 
respective virtual 3D model in the same location. Participants were then 
asked to grab this sample and place it onto a second plate in front of 
them (see Fig. 5b). Finally, participants practiced grabbing the sliders by 
pinching a centre tick mark and moving it along a slider (see Fig. 5c). 
Participants practiced each mechanic three times and then verbally 
confirmed comprehension. 

Virtual Reality task: As shown in Fig. 6, after the practice, participants 
were teleported into one of the three rooms at random (i.e., neutral, red, 
or blue) with the location of the table, chair, and plate being persistent. 
Participants used the learnt gestures to progress through the in-
structions. In each room, participants completed a brief visual search 
task, consisting of finding two objects (a plant and a photo frame) and 
rating the object’s appealingness using the sliders. This was done to 
ensure participants looked around the room and did not isolate their 
attention to the table alone. After participants confirmed their ratings, 
the primary task instructions were presented. 

Within the experimental trial loop (see “Taste” in Fig. 6), each trial 
began with the experimenter placing a taste sample on the plate and the 
respective 3D model being spawned in VR. The order of taste samples (e. 
g., “rounded – sweet”) was randomised for each lighting condition. 
Participants then grabbed the sample with their right hand and put it in 
their mouth. The notice board asked participants to explore the shape in 
their mouth and counted down from five seconds. Next, participants 
were told to chew and swallow the sample. After three seconds the 
notice board informed participants that they should rate their experi-
ence using the sliders (Fig. 7). The taste attributes and SAM questions 
were presented in blocks of which the order was randomised. Presen-
tation of the taste attributes items were randomised for each participant 
whereas the SAM items were not. 

After all questions were answered participants confirmed their 
choices with gesturing, the sliders animated away, and the notice board 
asked participants to wait for the next sample. This procedure was 
repeated 12 times in each of the three ambient lighting conditions 
(neutral, red, blue) resulting in a total of 36 samples being eaten. Be-
tween lighting conditions, the SOP questionnaire was completed in VR 
and there was a 2-minute break in which participants took the headset 
off and had a sip of water. When participants re-entered the environ-
ment, they were in the kitchen-style room again and the process was 

repeated. When all 36 samples were eaten (45–55 min) participants then 
rated their experience of the VR environment on Qualtrics. Overall, the 
whole study lasted approximately 1 h and 15 min including breaks. 

2.7. Participants 

Out of 35 participants recruited, 32 were included in this study (20 
biologically male; Mage = 28.1 years, SD = 7.6 years, range = 19–59 
years, all with normal to normal-corrected vision). Participants varied in 
their nationalities, 12 being British/dual British citizens, 7 Chinese, 4 
American/dual American nationality, and the remainder split between 
European, Asian, and South African nationalities. Participants were also 
requested not to consume spicy food 24 h prior, any food or drink 
(except water) 1 h prior, and alcohol 6 h prior to participating following 
prior research (Obrist et al., 2014). Ethical approval was obtained from 
University College London’s internal ethics committee and all partici-
pants gave informed consent (approval number: 
UCLIC_2021_014_ObristPE). 

2.8. Analysis strategy 

From an original sample of 35 participants, 3 were removed from 
lack of variability in their sweetness ratings between the sweet and 
neutral sample (assumed to be inattention). From the final sample of 32 
participants, two blocks of 12 trials were removed due to unsuccessful 
data retrieval. Initial data screening suggested bimodal distributions 
persisted across all six outcome variables stemming from the use of 
neutral and sweet samples. As a result, the following analyses were 
conducted separately for each sample type. Each of these six outcome 
variables were analysed using Linear Mixed-Effects (LME) (Pinheiro and 
Bates, 2000) models which are similar in interpretation to linear 
regression. Each model contained the random-effects of trial repetition 
and participant and the fixed-effects (‘main effect’) of sample shape and 
ambient lighting colour. The two-way interactions between these vari-
ables were also investigated. However, for succinctness, none of these 
interaction models were a significantly better fit to the data according to 
χ2 difference tests and lower AIC values. Model coefficients were indi-
vidually tested for significance using the lmerTest R package (Kuznetsova 
et al., 2017). All analyses were conducted in R studio (Team R Core, 
2020) using several statistical (Lenth et al., 2018) and data visualisation 
(Wickham, 2016) packages. 

3. Results 

3.1. Recipe validation 

A LME model confirmed that sweet samples were rated as signifi-
cantly sweeter (B = 50.8%, β = 0.81[0.79, 0.84], p < .001), pleasant (B 
= 35.0%, β = 0.64[0.60, 0.68], p < .001), and familiar (B = 24.5%, β =
0.47[0.44, 0.51], p < .001). The median ratings for the neutral samples 
were as follows: sweetness 13%, pleasantness 25%, enjoyment 22%, and 
familiarity 24%, respectively; validating both that the recipe was not 
considered sweet and that the taste experience was relatively neutral. 
Moreover, 26 of the 32 participants confirmed the mouthfeel of the two 

Fig. 5. Gesturing mechanics explained during the practice phase: (a) thumbs up gesture to progress during the VR task (b–c) pinching gesture to either grab the taste 
stimulus or rating using the scales. 
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shapes was distinguishable. 

3.2. The effect of shape and ambient lighting on taste experience 

3.2.1. Sweetness 
Neutral samples: There was a significant fixed-effect of the blue 

lighting to predict reduced sweetness ratings relative to neutral lighting 
(B = − 2.6%, β = − 0.07[− 0.13, − 0.01], p = .02), but neither red lighting 
(B = − 0.7%, β = 0.02[− 0.08, 0.04], p = .51) nor sample shape predicted 
sweetness ratings (B = − 0.5%, β = − 0.01[− 0.07, 0.04], p = .59). 

Sweet samples: There was a marginally significant fixed-effect of 
rounded samples to predict higher sweetness ratings relative to spiky 
samples (B = 2.1%, β = 0.05[0.00, 0.10], p = .05). The effects of blue 
lighting (B = − 1.7%, β = − 0.04[− 0.11, 0.01], p = .19) and red lighting 
(B = − 1.9%, β = − 0.04[− 0.10, 0.02], p = .15) were non-significant 
relative to neutral lighting (see Fig. 8, Top). 

3.2.2. Pleasantness 
Neutral samples: Neither the fixed-effects of shape (p = .58), blue 

lighting (p = .13), nor red lighting (p = .57) were significant. 
Sweet samples: There was trend level evidence that blue lighting 

predicted reduced ratings of pleasantness relative to neutral lighting (B 
= − 2.5%, β = − 0.07[− 0.14, 0.01], p = .090), but the effects of red 
lighting (B = − 2.3%, β = − 0.06[− 0.14, 0.01], p = .11) and sample 
shape (B = 0.7%, β = 0.02[− 0.04, 0.09], p = .53) were non-significant 
(Fig. 8, Middle). 

3.2.3. Familiarity 
Neutral samples: There was a significant fixed-effect of rounded 

samples to predict increased familiarity ratings (B = 1.9%, β = 0.04 
[0.00, 0.08], p = .040), but the effects of blue lighting (B = − 0.5%, β =

− 0.01[− 0.05, 0.03], p = .666) and red lighting (B = 0.9%, β = 0.02 
[− 0.03, 0.06], p = .423) were non-significant. 

Sweet samples: Neither the fixed-effects of shape (p = .27), blue 
lighting (p = .49) nor red lighting (p = .64) were significant (see Fig. 8, 
Bottom). 

3.3. The effect of shape and ambient lighting on affective experience 

3.3.1. Valence 
Neutral samples: There was a significant fixed-effect of the blue 

lighting to predict lower valence ratings relative to neutral lighting (B =
− 3.0%, β = − 0.07[− 0.13, − 0.01], p = .02). However, the effect of red 
lighting (B = − 1.7%, β = − 0.04[− 0.10, 0.02], p = .19) and sample 
shape (B = − 1.12%, β = − 0.03[− 0.08, 0.02], p = .29) were non- 
significant. 

Sweet samples: There was a significant fixed-effect of the red lighting 
to predict reduced valance ratings relative to neutral lighting (B =
− 2.4%, β = − 0.08[− 0.16, − 0.01], p = .03), but the effects of blue 
lighting (B = − 0.1%, β = − 0.00[− 0.10, 0.02], p = .90) and sample 
shape (B = 0.6%, β = − 0.02[− 0.04, 0.08], p = .54) were non-significant 
(Fig. 9, Top). 

3.3.2. Arousal 
Neutral samples: Neither the fixed-effects shape (p = .81), red 

lighting (p = .14), nor blue ligthing (p = .11) were significant. 
Sweet samples: There was a significant fixed-effect of the blue 

lighting to predict reduced arousal ratings relative to neutral lighting (B 
= − 3.2%, β = − 0.07[− 0.13, − 0.02], p = .007). However, the effects of 
red lighting (B = − 0.5%, β = − 0.01[− 0.07, 0.04], p = .64) and sample 
shape (B = 1.1%, β = 0.03[− 0.02, 0.08], p = .23) were non-significant 
(Fig. 9, Middle). 

Fig. 6. Experimental procedure followed by participants during the VR phase which consisted of 36 trials (samples).  

Fig. 7. Task flow diagram of each trial. This procedure was repeated 12 times in each of the three ambient lighting conditions (neutral, red, blue) resulting in a total 
of 36 trials (samples). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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3.3.3. Dominance 
Neutral samples: There were significant fixed-effects of both the blue 

lighting (B = − 4.9%, β = − 0.09[− 0.15, 0.03], p = .003) and red lighting 
(B = − 3.8%, β = − 0.07[− 0.13, − 0.01], p = .02) to predict reduced 

ratings of dominance relative to neutral light. Howvever, the effect of 
sample shape non-significant (B = − 0.1%, β = 0.00[− 0.05, 0.05], p =
.956). 

Sweet samples: Neither the fixed-effects shape (p = .98), red lighting 

Fig. 8. Participant’s ratings of sweetness (top), pleasantness (middle) and familiarity (bottom) according to sample sugar content, shape, and ambient lighting 
colour. Values represent the statistical mean and error bars represent the standard deviation. Note: * = p < .05, † = p < .1. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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(p = .66), nor blue ligthing (p = .35) were significant (Fig. 9, Bottom). 

3.3.4. Sense of Presence 
A further LME model predicting SOP ratings from the fixed-effect of 

lighting colour revealed that SOP ratings were significantly lower for the 

blue lighting condition (M = 75.6%, SD = 9.7) relative to neutral 
lighting (M = 78.9%, SD = 11.9, B = − 3.3%, β = − 0.15[− 0.27, − 0.03], 
p = .02). However, the effect of red lighting (M = 77.2%, SD = 9.0) was 
non-significant (B = - 1.7%, β = − 0.08[− 0.20, 0.04], p = .20). 

Fig. 9. Participant’s ratings of valence (top), arousal (middle) and control (bottom) according to sample sugar content, shape, and ambient lighting colour. Values 
represent the statistical mean and error bars represent the standard deviation. Note: ** = p < .01, * = p < .05. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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3.3.5. VR feedback 
Finally, post-task feedback was summarised. Participants rated the 

eating experience in VR as comfortable (median = 72.5, MAD = 11.1), 
relatively enjoyable (median = 62.0, MAD = 30.3) and pleasant (me-
dian = 65.5, MAD = 19.3), which open-ended comments suggested this 
was due to the flavour of the taste samples (rather than VR itself). There 
was large variation in whether participants felt the experience would 
have been perceived differently in real life (median = 44.0, MAD =
41.5). 

4. Discussion 

This study investigated the cross-modal correspondences (CCs) be-
tween sample taste, shape (mouthfeel), and ambient lighting. Our 
findings supported that Bouba-shaped samples were significantly 
sweeter than Kiki-shaped samples (Hypothesis 1), but only when the 
samples themselves were sweet and not neutral tasting. We did not find 
that samples eaten under red lighting would be rated as sweeter (Hy-
pothesis 2), although samples eaten under blue lighting were rated as less 
sweet, but only when the samples themselves were neutral tasting. 

Our results showed that when participants tasted the sweet Kiki- 
Bouba samples (but not the neutral samples), they rated Bouba-shaped 
samples as sweeter compared with Kiki-shaped samples. This result 
supports our first hypothesis and is consistent with studies suggesting 
that rounded shapes are associated with a sweet taste (Fryer et al., 2014; 
Gallace et al., 2011; Graven and Desebrock, 2018; Salgado Montejo 
et al., 2015). These results also support that these associations found in 
non-edible representations of Kiki-Bouba extend to the actual mouthfeel 
of edible samples. This finding highlights the contribution of the tactile 
receptors located inside the mouth to taste perception and suggests that 
the salient characteristics of food shape can influence sweetness 
perception. Indeed, participants noted the difference between Kiki--
Bouba shapes as reported in the post-task feedback (e.g., “It was playful to 
feel the different shapes of the samples”, “my feeling changes mostly when the 
shape of jelly shifts”, and “the spiky jellies made the experience more 
engaging”). Moreover, finding this sweetness modulation effect in sweet 
but not neutral samples may suggest this effect is specific to cases of 
cross-modal correspondence (Bouba-Sweet, congruent), but not when 
this is violated (Bouba-Neutral, incongruent). 

In terms of ambient lighting, our results showed that sweetness rat-
ings were lower when samples were eaten in a blue lighting environment 
relative to a neutral lighting environment (Hypothesis 2). This is in line 
with the work by Spence et al. (2015), which showed that blue colour 
usually leads to salty taste expectations rather than sweet taste expec-
tations. Moreover, the fact that this finding was only replicated in 
neutral but not sweet samples, further supports for the above 
cross-modal correspondence suggestion (i.e., Bouba-Sweetness, Blue--
Neutral or Blue- ‘not sweet’). Although, this does not explain why red 
lighting did not increase sweetness ratings for the sweet samples. 

While environmental lighting colour has been suggested to increase 
sweetness perception and expectations in real-life settings (Lefebvre 
et al., 2022; Spence et al., 2014b; Velasco et al., 2013), these findings 
may not extend to the present study using immersive virtual environ-
ments. This is further supported by the literature, for example, Nygård 
and Lie (2020) found that various colour hues in a 360-degree envi-
ronment did not affect participants’ expectations of coffee taste. Simi-
larly, Kong et al., 2020 found no significant effects of context type on 
chocolate tasting experiences in a 360-degree virtual environment. 
Although, there is evidence that changing virtual locations (rather than 
showing the same location in a different colour) may elicit taste 
perception changes. For example, being in a concert, a bar, or a winery 
(Kong et al., 2020; Picket and Dando, 2019). Previous studies exploring 
taste perception in VR have also focused on other aspects of user expe-
rience (e.g., ratings of intensity, willingness to pay, liking, and enjoy-
ment) rather than sweetness specifically. Additionally, other contextual 
aspects of the environment, apart from its colour, might help in this 

influence. For example, Chen et al. (2020) reported that sweetness rat-
ings were influenced when the virtual environment combined colour 
(red vs grey) and furniture shape (spiky vs rounded). Therefore, our 
results seem to support that red light alone is not sufficient in immersive 
virtual environments. 

One possible reason for this result could be the realism and intensity 
of the red and blue lighting environments creating a subjective prefer-
ence for the neutral environment by some participants (e.g., “It was a 
weird experience especially with the changing colours of the environment”, “I 
preferred being in the white [neutral] room without the colour as it felt most 
realistic”). This is consistent with both higher SOP ratings being reported 
for the neutral environment and the post-task feedback questionnaire (e. 
g., “[The] red room and the colour didn’t make me feel at ease compared to 
the blue and white rooms”, “Last room colour [neutral] was the most realistic 
of the three and made me feel more like I was there”). This may also explain 
the reduced ratings of dominance (feelings of being in control of one’s 
own emotions) reported in the blue and red environments, because the 
reduced SOP of these rooms may have created a sense of dissonance 
between virtual and real experiences and a reduced sense of control. 
Finally, these effects on dominance were only found for neutral samples. 
This may suggest that when the taste experience is low (neutral), other 
aspects of the experience such as ambient lighting affect taste percep-
tion. However, when the taste experience is sufficiently high (sweet) this 
more relevant information takes precedence. Further studies need to 
investigate this effect and relationship to dominance. 

In summary, our findings provide mixed support for the influence of 
ambient light colour in a virtual setting. Specifically, while blue lighting 
may dampen sweetness experiences, red lighting may not enhance 
sweetness experiences. Other hedonic experiences of taste may be more 
easily modulated (liking, emotion, preference, etc.) especially when the 
entire environment rather than only lighting is modulated. 

4.1. Considerations for eating in virtual reality and opportunities for 
future work 

Our study involved not only an immersive environment (realistic and 
modern living room), but also a compelling eating experience with 
natural interaction between the real and virtual worlds (e.g., “It was 
interesting to see how the virtual reality is synched with real life sensory 
experience which is mostly not the case with VR. Maybe it can be used to 
provide different culinary experience in the future.“). We carefully tracked 
both the participants’ hands and the real taste samples, with respect 
their virtual counterparts. However, this level of synchronisation also 
led participants to report feelings of eating ‘virtual food’ (e.g., “it felt like 
I was just eating the virtual object and when I think back on it, it doesn’t really 
feel like I was eating at the time because it took place in the virtual envi-
ronment rather than ‘in real life’”, “the shape of the them reminded me of the 
universe and astronomy, which made me excited”). Future research should 
be mindful that immersive VR taste experiences may detract from a real- 
life tasting experience through perceived artificialness. 

A second consideration is around the familiarity of sample shapes 
within a virtual environment. We based our study in the widely used 
Kiki-Bouba paradigm following insights from the literature, but such 
shapes are rarely found in daily life and therefore more familiar repre-
sentation of food could be recommendable for a more realistic taste 
experiences (e.g., “… the samples looked kind of ‘fake’ in the virtual envi-
ronment …”, “the shape of them reminded me of the universe and 
astronomy”). 

A primary strength of the current study is that participants consumed 
real food samples created with a high level of experimental control (i.e., 
samples varied only in sweetness and environments only in ambient 
lighting colour), rather than rating their expected taste experiences. This 
may explain the relatively small (but theoretically consistent) effects of 
the current study. Specifically, perhaps much of the influence of cross- 
modal correspondence is in the expectation of the experience, rather 
than the actual experience itself. The relatively small effect sizes here 
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may suggest that the modulation of shape and light is not strong enough 
to create meaningful differences in taste experiences. Although, the 
perceived artificialness of food samples due to eating in VR may have 
played a role in some participants. 

In light of future work, we also need to acknowledge some limita-
tions of our current study. One limitation is that the samples were clearly 
neutral and sweet tasting, this may have made the task itself too easy 
and produced ceiling effects. A study using varying levels of sweetness 
may produce greater effects. Another limitation is that the influence of 
other demographic factors such as age, sex, and culture were not 
assessed. Future research could replicate the current study in a larger 
sample to investigate potential moderators of cross-modal correspon-
dence. Finally, while this study achieved a statistical power level of 86% 
or greater for a medium effect size (Westfall, 2015) the study design was 
not powerful enough to detect small effects. Consequently, it cannot be 
concluded that the null associations here support that these variables 
were unrelated. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper we investigated the effect of food shape (mouthfeel) and 
environmental lighting colour on taste perception (sweetness ratings) in 
a realistic virtual environment, through an edible jelly-based Kiki-Bouba 
paradigm. Overall, our result showed increased ratings of sweetness 
when participants tasted Bouba-shaped samples (rounded) relative to 
Kiki-shaped samples (spiky) suggesting that tactile receptors located 
inside the mouth identifying characteristics of food shape can influence 
sweetness perception. Furthermore, we concluded that light colour in a 
virtual setting might dampen experiences of sweetness. However, this 
effect may only be present when there is a cross-modal correspondence 
with taste. Finally, based on our findings we provided considerations 
that we consider to be relevant for designing experiences on eating in 
VR, including the balance of virtual immersion and artificialness in 
mixed reality. 
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